
 

 

 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Coalesse Expands the Potrero415 Table Collection with Light Version 
Form Frees Function with a Focus on Social Connection in the Workplace 
 
 
Grand Rapids, MI — As modern workplaces realize a greater need for communal and 
social spaces, designers strive to provide focal point furnishings that support a range of 
essential applications. More than a slim, lighter scale version of the popular Potrero415 
table series, the newly enhanced Potrero415 Light brings flexibility in design to the 
collaborative spaces that today’s workplace needs.    
 
The right-sized table solution fills a gap for many of the 
open and in-between spaces that are otherwise 
underutilized, adding valuable destinations to the work 
day. A newly proportioned, slimmer structure supports 
both standing and seated heights for diverse work 
environments, while a simplified understructure for plug-
and-play power invites creative collaboration by allowing 
workers to charge their devices away from their desks. 
Newly introduced solid oak legs bring a richer design 
sensibility to work. Portrero415 Light is fully 
customizable from table top materials to infinite frame 
color options. 

 
Potrero415 Light 2018 Key Features: 

• Seamless technology integration 

• Table top material choices: laminate, veneer, Corian or back painted glass  

• Legs made of solid oak wood, painted or polished aluminum with leg ring detail 

• Seated or standing height up to 10 feet 

• Infinite frame and leg color options with Coalesse Color 
 

Thoughtfully re-engineered to meet modified roles for lighter 
work, Potrero415 Light retains all the same iconic design, 
customization features and rich materiality of the original 
Potrero415 table. With greater material choice, the newly 
enhanced table series furthers the range of applications and 
customization capabilities to easily integrate into any 
collaborative setting – large or small.    
 
In a time where social spaces are vital settings in the new 
workplace, designers can take work to new places with 
Portrero415 Light and offer a mix of performance and design 
tailored to the more intimate scale of transitional and informal 
gathering spots. Increased choice gives more power to designers 
to create unique environments for social connection, creative 
collaboration, and support a diverse range of work modes.  

 
For more information on Coalesse and its products, visit www.coalesse.com 
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About Coalesse 
Coalesse collaborates with design professionals and leading organizations around the 
world to create modern workplaces that inspire great work. Led by intuition, backed by 
research, and driven by design, Coalesse helps customers to define spaces that empower 
social connections and foster creative collaboration while allowing for individual focus and 
rejuvenation. We conceive products that blend beauty, utility, comfort, and vitality. 
Coalesse is part of the Steelcase Inc. family of brands, and its products are available 
through a global network of more than 800 dealers. Learn more at www.coalesse.com. 

 
 

 
Press Contact: 
Beth Massey, bde    
beth@bdeonline.biz   
212-353-1383    
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